
TERRAPODS 
 
Bio-design makerspace, creative 
residency, & agroecology farm supporting 
makers &  growers.

ECOSOUK 
The first zero-waste shop in the WANA 
Region. Tackling conscious consumption 
and production with access to local, 
traditional, refillable, unpackaged and 
toxic-free products.

DIVE INTO ACTION 
 
It Starts With You[th].  
Empowerment programme with zero waste 
clean ups, balaplastic transitions, food 
waste events and carbon exchange native 
planting initiatives and advocacy.www.recyclelebanon.org

 
a system change to 

 re-psyc’le our mindset 
 & drive action.

REGENERATE HUB 
A circular economy platform to strengthen 
nature-based solutions.



 
Contributing to the reduction of pollution, enriching soil, restoring watersheds, climate action 

and the slow unlearning of our roles in extraction.  We drive system change, empowering communities 
with tools and acces to become agents of equitable & just transformation.

 
The waste crisis was the last [plastic] straw in a crippling state where water,

 electricity, air quality, and basic rights dance in complacent corruption.
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We steward an interconnected approach 
to solve the cross-sectorial 

ecology crisis



Access System Change 
Regenerate Hub is a circular economy platform to access data 
and visualise nature-based solutions. It engages users to 
consider the flow, impact, and value of resources across
sectors [e.g. human, waste, energy, water, earth] how systems 
can be improved, and who is working to create alternatives on 
the ground to drive action.

 
7,000 data points mapped

1 published journal 
on circular economy 

It Starts With You[th] 
We pioneered zero-waste sorting & recycling clean-ups at the 
peak of the waste crisis. Our most memorable moment, the 
#BalaPlastic installation with GreenPeace & Mashrou3Leila, 
their final concert!

CostaBrava GreenFilm Guide
16,000 plastic-free meals
200 zero-waste clean ups



Consume Consciously 

Redesign your story with waste at our EcoSouk, the WANA’s
first circular hub packed with over 150 producers and change makers 
hosting refill bar, toxic free, package free, plastic free & re-use 
products and services. Built on dreams for system change, from
production to consumption. 

150 local producers 
7,000 plastic bags diverted
350 free-trees distributed



Cigarette Stand-Up Paddle Board 

We created the world’s first cigarette filter stand up paddle 
board for in-sea clean-ups in collaboration with AUB 
Neighborhood Initiative and Tobacco Free AUB. 

It was crafted by self taught shapper Paul Abbas from 
12,000 cigarette filters collected in 50 receptacles designed 
by Adrien Muller durring our design competition. 

We then partnered with artists Charbel Samuel Aoun in an 
eco-design course “A Sea of Solutions” to explore design 
transformation.                                          

1,000,000 cigarette filters collected
45 curated artists exhibited

Film4Climate Award at COP22



 
TerraPods
a bio-design makerspace, arts residency & agroecology farm.

We are growing a biodiverse food forest, medicine and dye garden, 
alongside a community kitchen with mouneh production from the 
farmstead community. supporting local livelihoods, R&D innovation 
from bio-materials and access to market in our EcoSouk shop. 



   
    Tending to a food forest, medicine and dye garden, with roaming flocks a graze,
    Explore our experimental bio-design makerspace & creative residency.

    Dehydrating skins, distillery and fruiting spores beyond our mold,       
    Sculpting re-use schemes, re-fillables and that yet to be seen.

    Embracing artists, scientists and the boundless at play under a ray of practice,
    Observing our paths in performance, installation, and sound in the silence.
 
    Fostering income generation to grow, shape and sell bio-alternatives at our EcoSouk,
    a circular-living marketplace, re-stocking the shelves of self-sufficiency.

Hear the call of transformation

MAKERSPACE, RESIDENCY & AGROECOLOGY



Design Out Waste

 
TerraPods serves as a R&D learning hub for community members 
passionate about ecology, providing training opportunities and a space 
for experimentation in agroecology and bio-design, leading to scalable 
regenerative practices and tools.

Our 3-tier approach combining agroecology, bio design and arts resi-
dency challenges the traditional extractive and unsustainable models 
of industry and agriculture, breaking down barriers between commu-
nities and increasing cross-sectoral understanding and collaboration. 

We are modeling a closed-loop ecosystem, using resources and 
materials grown on the land to foster diverse perspectives and 
skills in an imaginative and holistic manner to address ecology 
and social action.

MAKERSPACE, RESIDENCY & AGROECOLOGY



The TerraPods “grow, make and sell” model utilises the waste of one 
sector to create bio-compostable product of another.  Terrapods  
creators and our in-house bio-based productions are then sold in 
our EcoSouk, connecting makers and consumers, promoting  
sustainable consumption. 
 
Expanding the EcoSouk with a rural shop in the village of Baskinta, at 
TerraPods and online, our 3 points of purchase will increase 
access and provide a platform for local makers to sell their products, 
leading to job opportunities and income generation.  
 
The community of conscious consumers will be able to find a wide 
range of zero-waste and sustainable products, helping them to reduce 
their environmental impact and increase access to alternatives.

Consumption to Production

MAKERSPACE, RESIDENCY & AGROECOLOGY


